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Will you marry me?
ITALIAN STAR CLAIMS A GOLD MEDAL – AND PROPOSES TO HIS GIRLFRIEND
Cupid’s arrow was poised over the
Kazanka venue on Saturday morning as the men’s 25km open water
competition turned into the most
romantic event of this year’s championships.
Italy’s Simone Ruffini took gold by
4.4 seconds in the race, and as the

flags flew and the anthem played he
unveiled a message to his girlfriend,
Aurora Ponsele. “Aurora, mi vuoi sposare?” – will you marry me?
Aurora, a swimmer with a burgeoning
career of her own, made it a day of
double celebration when she replied:
“Yes, but after Rio!”

Somewhat preoccupied with family matters, Ruffini did not attend
the traditional post-ceremony press
conference, so it was left to his teammate Matteo Furlan, a bronze medalist, and runner-up Alex Meyer from
the USA to lead the
>>>>>> P2
congratulations.
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3,700

DAY 9

square metres

of HD-quality screens are in use on the facade
of the Kazan Arena.

DIVING • MEN • 3M SPRINGBOARD FINAL
By Andy Potts, photo: Ramil Gilvanov

S

hi Tingmao proved to be uncatchable, taking the lead with her first
dive and consistently delivering
the best score in each round to stay one
step ahead of the competition.
Little in the 23-year-old’s performance betrayed her lack of competition experience in this event, but
she admitted some nerves during
the event.
“I was a bit nervous because it was
my first time competing in the individual 3m springboard,” she said. “To
be honest I didn’t feel I performed my
best and none of my dives were perfect. I was better in the semi-finals.
“I didn’t expect to win gold, I just
worried about the details of my combinations.”
Her compatriot He Zi, the defending champion, took silver, while Tania
Cagnotto of Italy added a bronze to
her 1m springboard gold medal earlier in the week.
It was Cagnotto who pulled off
the first sensation of this year’s diving competition, finally breaking the
Chinese stranglehold on gold, and the
Italian also supplied the drama here.
She pounced on an error from
Canada’s Pamela Ware in the final round to leap onto the podium with an impressive finish of her
own, earning 78 points for a reverse
2.5 somersault pike and collecting
more hardware in what she says is
her final World Championships appearance.
“I’m really happy. I never expected bronze here,” she said. “I thought it
would take more points to get to the
podium. But I was calmer than usual
because I felt so happy after the 1m
competition and when the Canadian
missed her last dive I had a chance.”

CHINA
ON TOP
IN DIVING
POOL

is hoping to learn from her rival. “I performed my best and I am happy with
that,” she said. “Shi and I have different styles. I need to learn the secret of
her clean entries.”
The diving competition concludes today with the last two medals. The action starts at 3pm with the 3m platform
mixed syncho. Then at 7:30 Tom Daley
seeks a second gold medal of the competition in the men’s 10m platform.

Diving.
Women’s 3m springboard
383.55

China

Shi
Tingmao

377.45

China

He Zi

356.15

Italy

Tania
Cagnotto

OPEN WATER SWIMMING

Will you marry me?
Cont. from page 1

“I’m really happy for Simone and
his new fiancée,” Meyer said. “Maybe
it’s a good thing that I wasn’t able to
catch him at the end; maybe if I had
he wouldn’t be engaged now!”
Team-mate Furlan was angling
for a wedding invitation. “I don’t
know if I’m invited, but I really hope
so,” he said.
The final lap boiled down to a
two-way battle between Ruffini and
the American. While the Italian had
been up among the leaders almost
all the way through the race, Meyer
emerged from the pack after eight of
the nine laps and led going into the
last 2.5k. At the stage Furlan was right
with them, but the top two found
an extra burst of speed to pull away
from him and battle it out among
themselves. Ruffini ultimately had
the edge on Meyer; Furlan touched
the pad 87 seconds after the winner,
more than a minute ahead of France’s
fourth-placed Axel Raymond.

“On the last lap we worked
together as a team and helped each
other get to the finish,” Meyer said.
“That showed a lot of sportsmanship
and professionalism. The 25km
is always a profound mental and
emotional experience and today was
no different. I’m really happy to come
out with a silver medal.”
Furlan, competing in only his
second 25km event, could not
believe how well it had gone for him.
“Normally I only race 5km or 10km.
My first time was only a couple of
months ago so I’m very happy with
this,” he said. “In the race I could see
Simone with about 5km to go so I
tried to stay with him. I did my best
for 3km but in the end I had no more
energy left.”
The women’s race was going
on at roughly the same time and
gold medalist Ana Marcela Cunha
admitted that at times she was
able to use the men as pacemakers
on her way to a winning time of
5:13.47.3.

By Andy Potts

The Brazilian added to her 10km
bronze, coming in ahead of Hungary’s
Anna Olasz and the ageless German
star Angela Maurer.
“I used the same strategy as when
I won two years ago in Barcelona,”
Cunha said. “The big difference was
that this time I was better prepared.
When the men came past my coach
and I had decided that I would try to
follow them as much as I could. In
the first lap a few girls stayed with
them, but later it was just me and
Anna who could stick with them.”
For Olasz a silver medal here
made up for the disappointment of
missing out on a top- 10 finish in the
10km and facing a wait to secure
Olympic qualification.
“I really wanted a medal here. I
missed out on the Olympics earlier
but after a silver medal I think this
was a good World Championships
for me,” she said.
Maurer, aged 40, is a multiple
champion at this event. She was
delighted with bronze in what

“It’s one
of the best
courses
I’ve swum”

Athletes in the open water
competition praise the
organisation and facilities
in Kazan

A dominant
display from
the Chinese
divers topped
the podium
in the women’s
3m springboard
final.

At 30, Cagnotto was one of the oldest divers in the field and spoke of what
motivated her to keep competing at
the highest level.
“It’s first of all the passion I have for
this sport,” she said. “Every year I have
new dreams in front of me and I try to
reach those goals.”
He, the runner up, earned two medals in the competition this year but lost
both the titles she defended. Now she

OPEN WATER SWIMMING
By Andy Potts

might be her World Championships
swansong.
“There was some confusion
near the end and I thought I was
racing for fourth place, not third,”
she said. “When I saw my name on
the scoreboard I was so happy. It’s
amazing. I didn’t think I could get a
medal here – I’m 40 years old and
maybe this will be my last Worlds.”
Open water swimming.
Men’s 25km
Simone
Ruffini

4:53:10.7

Italy

4:53:15.1

USA

Аlex Meyer

Italy

Matteo
Furlan

4:54:42.4

Open water swimming.
Women’s 25km
5:13:47.3

Brazil

Ana
Marcela
Cunha

5:14:13.4

Hungary

Anna Olasz

5:15:07.6

Germany

Angela
Maurer

The competition is over, the
medals have been awarded and the
verdict is in – open water swimming
in Kazan was a hit!
Several athletes paid tribute to
the quality of the course and the
organisation of the event – from
medal-winners to experienced
veterans of the sport.
America’s Haley Anderson won the
first gold of the competition. That
naturally helped her to settle in, and
she’s thoroughly enjoyed the whole
2015 World Championships.
“It was really cool to open up the
Worlds with a gold medal for the US,”
she said. “I hope it set the tone not
only for our open water swimmers
but for all our guys here.
“It’s been great so far. The open
water was really nice, the whole setup around the venue was awesome.
Everything was put together very
nicely so it’s been a great trip so far.”
Britain’s experienced Keri-Anne
Payne was impressed with the course,
which stretches across the Kazanka
River from the Kremlin to the viewing
platform on the opposite bank.
“It’s one of the best courses I’ve
swum,” said Britain’s Keri-Anne Payne,
an Olympic silver medallist in 2008
who placed 15th in the 10km on her
return to the sport after a one-year
break. “Maybe it would have been
good for the spectators if it went
more along the shore rather than out
and back, but this way people on both
sides could see something.
“Other than that everything
has been fantastic. The way they
organised things was amazing.”
Brazil’s top swimmer here, Ana
Marcela Cunha, was happy with the
organisation as well as her results.
“This city has put on the bestorganised championships I’ve seen
in the past three or four years,” said
Cunha. “This year is a qualifier for
the Olympic Games so it’s one of the
most important events for us and the
organisers have done their best to
give us everything we need.”
“Everything here is so professional,
from the call rooms to the
accommodation,” added double silver
medallist Sharon van Rouwendaal of
the Netherlands.
Her team-mate Ferry Weertman
rated the course as a good challenge.
“It’s a pretty long course so the
navigation was kind of hard at times,”
he said. “The group swam around in
all directions at times with everybody
chasing each other.”
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ВОДНОЕ
WATER
POLO
ПОЛО
By Konstantin Sladkov

Polo players
defeat the
elements
As the water polo playoffs began, Mother Nature
decided to change the rules
– and the women had to
cope with torrential rain
during the games.

T

By Aly Keita, photo Rinat Nazmetdinov

GOLDEN FINISH FOR RUSSIA TO END
SYNCHRO TOURNAMENT IN STYLE
Russia, China, Japan.
Gold, silver, bronze. The
final event of the synchronised swimming
program ended with
a familiar result in the
combination program.

A

nother huge crowd thronged
Arena Kazan – and the driving
rain outside also tried to fill any
gaps – to witness the home favourites
deliver yet another scintillating routine
and claim an impressive eighth gold
medal from nine disciplines.
That was more than enough to earn
the team the cup for the outstanding
performer of the competition, wrapping up a hugely satisfying week for
all concerned.
From experienced stars to tournament rookies, it was a triumphant
procession for Russia. Gelena Topilina, making her first appearance at this
level, summed up what it means to be
part of such a strong team. “It’s great
to work with such professional coaches
and senior team-mates who have won
Olympic titles,” she said. “That gives us
belief. Of course I was nervous because
it was my first time but I tried to follow their example. I get on well with
the whole team and that helps a lot.”
The Chinese team paid tribute to
its training regime. “Our second place
is down to the effort we put in during
preparation,” said Sun Wenyan. “We are
in the water for 8-9 hours a day, with
another 2-3 hours on strength training.”

Sychronised swimming.
Team combination

That kind of effort, perhaps inspired
by Russia’s own rigorous training regime, might be the way to finally overhaul the currently unsinkable champions.
Japan regarded its success in this
event and the competition as a whole
as something of a breakthrough according to Yukiko Inui. The team won
four bronze medals in total. Inui added
that they are looking forward to getting home and celebrating with their
families and friends.
While much of the competition took
place in almost perfect conditions, the
sunny streak snapped dramatically on
Saturday and a downpour lashed the
city as fans headed to the arena.
The judges were hastily handed
umbrellas: Arena Kazan is designed as

an open bowl for its football matches
and the temporary roof over the pool
area did not quite stretch to the officials’ bench. But a cold shower couldn’t
dampen the excitement or cool the
warm welcome for each of the competing teams.
That warmth certainly made an impact on the visiting teams. Paula Klamburg, representing Spain, said she had
reviewed her opinions of Russia since
arriving here. “I always thought Russians were a bit closed and reserved
but in truth it’s completely different
here,” she said. “Everyone here tries to
look after us, to help us feel at home.
In the city people even speak Spanish
with us, not just English. We don’t often see that at a World Championship,
but we saw it in Kazan.”

98.3000

Russia

96.2000

China

93.8000

Japan

Canada’s Anabelle Frappier was
happy with her team’s showing even
if it did not end in medals this time.
“We are proud of our performances since the start of the Worlds,” she
said. “We were a hard-working team
and we stayed united. We all fought
together at all times. It was a happy
experience for us.”
But it was absolutely Russia’s tournament as delighted head coach Tatyana Pokrovskaya concluded. “All that
hard work was not in vain,” she said.
“We overcame all our problems and the
results were perfect. It probably helped
that we were at home, that we had
our friends and families with us. People treated us well and the girls felt like
heroines. That inspired them and they
performed like heroines.”

his Saturday was the rainiest
day of the FINA World
Championships. And for the
water polo stars, playing under open
skies, that meant feeling the full force
of the Tatar elements.
Far from dampened, though, the
crowds continued to fill the stands
of the Water Polo Arena and encouraged the teams to overcome the elements. As the heavens opened it was
clear how tough conditions were for
everyone in the venue.
At this stage in the competition
there’s no margin for error. Victory means progress, and an improved
chance of a medal; defeat means a
one-way ticket out of Kazan and no
hopes of glory.
First, in better conditions, came an
evenly-matched game between Canada and Greece. The Greeks snatched
an 8-5 victory at the very end of a
game full of commitment and determination. Every shot was thrown
with full force, every defensive move
was signed in blood. There was no attempt at tactical refinement – both
coaches had a simple demand to get
the ball in the net at all costs.
But after lunch there was even a
danger that games would be postponed. Not, of course, because of a
waterlogged pitch, but due to the
prospect of thunderstorms or high
winds endangering the players. Despite heavy clouds looming overhead
the judges agreed to play, and the
girls faced an extra opponent. Visibility got harder and the water was
no longer calm in the teeth of a real
storm.
The Dutch started the action with
a crushing 21-1 victory over Kazakhstan. It took until the fourth period for
the outclassed Kazakhs to finally get
on the scoreboard and it was painful to see the suffering of their goalie. The coach continued to drive his
team forward in hope of an impossible revival but it was already clear
that the game was long decided and
the Netherlands would advance to
play Russia.
The Americans beat Hungary 12-7
before the final game of the day saw
a clash of styles between China and
Brazil. Despite the conditions the two
teams served up a true spectacle, with
the Chinese eventually claiming an
10-8 triumph.

Women’s quarterfinals August 3:
Spain - USA
Russia - Netherlands
Australia - China
Italy - Greece
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FESTIVAL
By Matthew Luxmoore, photo: Rinat Nazmetdinov

SCHEDULE

2 AUGUST

4

TIME

EVENT

15.00

Diving. 3M platform. Synchro mixed

Final

17.42

Swimming. 400M Freestyle. Men

Final

18.23

Swimming. 400M Freestyle. Women Final

18.45

Swimming. 4X100m Freestyle Relay.
Women

Final

19.03

Swimming. 4X100m Freestyle Relay.
Men

Final

19:30

Diving. 10M platform. Men

Final

WATER POLO. MEN
Classification round
10.50

China – Russia

12.10

Argentina – Japan
Qualification play-off

SABANTUY HITS
THE HEIGHTS

13.30

Canada – Italy

17.30

Brazil – USA

18.50

Kazakhstan – Montenegro

20.10

South Africa - Australia

FANS!

Tatarstan’s biggest festival is a hit with an international audience

A

sk any Tatar about the big
event of the year, and the
chances are they’ll talk about
Sabantuy. The summer celebration,
traditionally marking the end of the
ploughing season and anticipating the
harvest, is an ancient highlight of the
calendar in these parts.
So, with the world flocking
to Kazan for the FINA World
Championships, it made sense
to stage the party during the
competition and introduce Tatar
culture to far-flung points all over
the globe.
Tatarstan’s president, Rustam
Minnikhanov, welcomed visitors from
the World Championships, explaining
the decision to shift the party from its
usual date in June.
“We moved Sabantuy to this
day because we have athletes and

international guests with us, and
guests for Tatars are very special
people. We wanted to show them our
unity, the solidarity of our Tatarstan,”
he said, to cheers from the crowd.
That set the scene for the sporting
challenges intended to separate the
true Tatar warriors – the batyrs –
from the boys. Kuresh belt wrestling,
tug-of-war and battles of balance and
bludgeon while sat astride a pole kept
thousands of guests entertained as
Kazan staged one of its biggest ever
Sabantuy celebrations to show off the
region – and its Volga neighbours of
Chuvashia and Bashkiria – in style.
This year’s festivities were held in a
‘meydan’ (the Tatar word for ‘square’)
in the Birch Grove park on the edge of
Kazan. Traditional food, song, dance
and trials of skill and strength were
all on the agenda.

It also helped athletes take
their minds of the pressure of the
upcoming competitions, giving a
well-earned break from those training
routines and a valuable chance to
relax a little away from the glare of
the championship spotlight.
Another highlight was an exquisitely choreographed performance
that told a traditional folk tale. A cast
of more than 100 dancers of all ages
told a colourful story of a community combining to slay a monster and
live happily ever after.
A burst of rain at around midday
did little to dampen spirits –
the party was in full swing and it
would take more than a bit of bad
weather to stop the fun as the event
culminated with a gala concert that
reflected the cultural diversity of
Tatarstan.

WHAT THEY SAID …

Photo: Ramil Gilvanov

“It’s really great – a wonderful atmosphere and fantastic people. It’s helping me take my mind off the pressure of competing
tomorrow. I’m planning to go shopping as well – I hope prices in Kazan might be a bit cheaper than at home.”
Tayamika Changanamuno, Malawi, swimmer
“There’s a lot of cool things to see and do here. The history and traditions of the Tatar people are really interesting.
“In our country we also like to observe our old traditions so it’s really good to see how people live in other parts of the
world.

PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES IN
THE FINA WATER WORLD PARK
August 2
12.00

Afternoon concert program, work-outs, competitions and live
broadcasts of the Championships on the big screen

Martine Djombo and Latitia Nicole Kossingou Yassibadjia, Central African Republic, team leaders.

17.00

Evening concert program

“It’s a beautiful place and I see many beautiful girls here.

18.00

“Music of faith” International festival. The program begins with a
composition called “The Many Faces of Tatarstan” and concludes
with extracts from “Jesus Christ, Superstar”

21.00

“Dancing underwater”, show by the Iskusheniye dance theatre of
St.Petersburg

“The problem is the food – it’s so tasty we can’t stop eating it. I’m afraid we’ll get fat!”

“The food is good, the competitions are fun – I like this party. I want to come back for Sabantuy every year.”
Edson Pierre, Haiti, head coach
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